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Distek, Inc. Releases Third-Generation Patented Bathless Dissolution Unit
North Brunswick, NJ – Distek, Inc., an industry leader in dissolution testing products and validation
services, is pleased to introduce their third-generation patented bathless dissolution instrument, the
Symphony 7100. Leveraged by the success of its predecessors, Premier 5100 and Evolution 6100, the
Symphony 7100 builds upon the well established reputation of Distek’s bathless dissolution instruments.
By way of significant investment in research and development, engineering, and market research Distek
has equipped the Symphony 7100 with an innovative set of capabilities aimed at enhancing both the user
experience and instrument functionality.
New features include: the ability to run multiple methods simultaneously, modular from 1-8 positions,
patent pending D-Drive technology for independent shaft raising and lowering and RPMs, and an
extensive list of user interface advancements accessed through the color touch screen. Distek has coupled
these innovations with their core features of in-shaft temperature monitoring, bathless technology, method
and report storage, and multiple user access levels to maximize the user’s command and productivity.
“It is with great excitement and anticipation that Distek unveils the Symphony 7100 as the newest
instrument in a long line of innovative and proven dissolution systems,” says Jeff Seely, Global Sales and
Marketing Manager, Distek, Inc. “The Symphony 7100 was envisioned, designed, and built with the sole
objective of providing our customers with a powerful yet user-friendly instrument to ensure success in all
of their laboratory’s dissolution applications.”
For further information on this or any of Distek’s industry leading dissolution products and validation
services contact your local representative, Distek’s Headquarters at T:+1 732 422 7585, E:
info@distekinc.com or visit www.distekinc.com.
ABOUT DISTEK, INC.
Distek, Inc., (www.distekinc.com) headquartered in North Brunswick, NJ, is a leading manufacturer of
pharmaceutical laboratory test equipment, specializing in dissolution products and services. Distek also
provides solutions for UV fiber optics, media preparation, physical testing, disintegration, and validation
services.

